**MARKETS**
- Sold 4 approx. $12/lb
- @ garlic festival
- online, farmer's markets & local pick-up

**Paul Schmidt**
- 4 year crop rotation plan to prevent disease build up, especially Fusarium. Is also building soil organic matter.
  - Does not remove mulch in Spring as it becomes part of bio system
  - Fertilizes in Spring with Alfalfa Cover Crop and in Fall with manure application

**Grower**
- 3 year crop rotation plan
  - Avoid alfalfa as spring mulch. It is too heavy for garlic to push through.
  - Fertilizes in Spring with fish 2-3x/wk (as a spray) and in Fall with manure & turkey feathers

**Jerry Ford**
- “It doesn’t like its feet in the same water”

**Chris Kudina**
- Grower

If there's movement of the water, it should be okay

**Garlic Growers Webinar: Emergence**

Standing water: ***Standing water will kill it***